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The Strategy Cascade
“I treat strategy-making as
developing a set of answers to ﬁve
interlinked ques>ons.
The ques>ons — which cascade
logically from the ﬁrst to the last –
are “depicted on the leD
The trick is to have ﬁve answers
that are consistent with one
another and actually reinforce one
another.
To create a strategy, you have to
iterate — think a liFle bit about
Aspira>ons & Goals, then a liFle bit
about Where to Play and How to
Win, then back to Aspira>ons &
Goals to check and modify, then
down to Capabili>es and
Management Systems to check
whether it is really doable, then
back up again to modify
accordingly.
Nested Choice Cascades – In larger organizations, there are multiple levels of
strategy cascades, at the corporate-level (P&G), category level (Hair Care) and
brand-level (Head & Shoulders)
@sajithpai
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Strategy is Choice
•

Strategy prac>ce synonymous with management un>l the 1950s, when it
began to emerge as its own discipline
– Rela>vely young ﬁeld
– A fully agreed, universal deﬁni>on of strategy yet to emerge

•

M&L (Mar>n & Laﬂey) deﬁne Strategy as about making speciﬁc choices to
win in the marketplace

– Michael Porter: a ﬁrm creates a sustainable compe>>ve advantage over its
rivals by “deliberately choosing a diﬀerent set of ac>vi>es to deliver unique
value”. Hence Strategy is making explicit choices.
– M&L deﬁne it as “an integrated set of choices that uniquely posi>ons the ﬁrm
in its industry so as to create sustainable advantage and superior value
rela>ve to compe>>on”
• Strategy is a coordinated and integrated set of ﬁve choices: a winning aspira>on, where
to play, how to win, core capabili>es, and management systems. This is depicted in a
strategy cascade (see prev page)

– There is no one perfect strategy; ﬁnd the dis>nc>ve choices that work for you.
(see next slide)
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“Don't mistake non-choices for strategy”
(h7p://www.bridgespan.org/publicaAons-and-tools/strategy-development/roger-marAnsunconvenAonal-wisdom.aspx#.VMS8MxOSyoX)

•
•

The very essence of strategy is explicit, purposeful choice. Strategy is saying explicitly, proac>vely:
"We're going to do these things and not those things for these reasons."
The problem with a lot of strategies is that they are full of non-choices. Probably most of us have read
more than a few so-called strategies that say something like, "Our strategy is to be customer centric."
But is that really a choice?
–

–

•

You only know that you've made a real strategic choice if you can say the opposite of what that choice is, and it's
not stupid. So, think about 'customer centric.' The opposite would be what? We ignore our customers? How does
that work? Can you point out many companies that succeed and make lots of money ignoring their customers?
Well, then being customer centric is not a strategic choice.
Here's another example: "We're going to be opera>onally eﬀec>ve. We're going to show aFen>on to execu>on."
You see these sentences all the >me in strategies, but they're not strategic choices. Always think of the opposite.
"We're not going to be opera>onally eﬀec>ve." If the opposite is stupid and is demonstrated by the fact that
nobody who's had any kind of success has ever done it, then it's not strategy. You get a liFle bit of credit for that
—like gefng a D-minus grade—but I would hope that most nonproﬁts aspire to be greater than that.

I oDen use the mutual fund industry as an example of where the leading players have made real choices.
Vanguard's founder John Bogle says, "Picking stocks is stupid. It's bad for the investors. It wastes their
money. Just buy index funds." That's all Vanguard oﬀers. How do we know it's non-stupid, that it has a
strategy? Because Fidelity says the opposite, "Porkolio managers are the absolute heart of the strategy.
We put together porkolios that are customized to our clients' needs." So we have two super successful
mutual fund companies making the opposite choices. That's strategy, and that's what you should seek.

This is not from the book, but from an interview of Roger
Mar>n. Included because it illustrates a key strategic tenet.
@sajithpai
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1. Winning AspiraAon
•

Winning aspira>on deﬁnes the purpose of your enterprise, its guiding mission and aspira>on in strategic terms
–

•
•

What does winning look like for this organiza>on?

Unless an aspira>on is not meaningful and powerful enough, it will not mo>vate the lowest-level employee. A
winning aspira>on has to connect into a deeper idea of what the organiza>on exists to do.
Start with people (consumers), and frame your ambi>ons around them
–
–

Peter Drucker said, “the purpose of an organiza>on is to create a consumer”
Be wary of Marke>ng Myopia (Theodore LeviF) – and look at everything through the product lens
•

A winning aspira>on that is craDed around solving the consumers’ problems will help avoid us gefng too product focused
–

–

•
•
•

From unresolved consumer tensions come insights that lead to big ideas

Do not try to express winning aspira>on in ﬁnancial terms
Do think about winning rela>ve to compe>>on – think beyond your tradi>onal compe>tors (Ford has to worry
not just about Chrysler, BMW but also about Tesla and Zipcar)
P&G winning aspira>on
–

•

P&G’s home care business has “reinvent cleaning experiences, taking the hard work out of household chores” as its aspira>on, not having the
most powerful cleanser or bleach

“Meaningfully improve the lives of the world’s consumers by delivering the most valuable value-crea>ng brands in every
category and industry in which P&G chose to compete, and thereby achieve leadership sales, proﬁt and value crea>on”

Olay winning aspira>on
–

“Becoming a leading skin-care brand, helping establish a key pillar in the P&F beauty-care business, and win convincingly
in our chosen channels and markets”
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2. Where to play
•

Where to play represents the set of choices that deﬁne where the company will compete
– In which markets (geography)
– With which consumers
•
•

What group of consumers will you target? In which price >er? Mee>ng which consumer need?
Don’t aFack walled ci>es or take on your strongest compe>tors head-to-head if you can help it

– Through which products
•

What kind of products and services will you oﬀer?

– Through which channels
•

How will you reach your consumers? What will you oﬀer?

– At which stages (ver>cal) of the industry
•
•

•

Where along the value chain will you engage?
Don’t dismiss the en>re industry --- there are always high-margin segments in any industry

Where to play is about selec>ng regions, consumers, products, channels and stages of
produc>on that ﬁt well together – that are mutually reinforcing and marry well with real
consumer needs.
– Some>mes it is a broad consumer category within a narrow geographic segment, some>mes vice versa…
context maFers

•

Choosing where to play is also choosing where not to play – you cant choose to serve all
markets or categories well

•
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3. How to win
•

There are broadly 2 generic ways of winning
– Cost leadership

• Cost leaders can create advantage at many diﬀerent points – sourcing, design, produc>on,
distribu>on etc

– Diﬀeren>a>on

• Diﬀeren>ators can create a strong price premium in brand, on quality, on a par>cular kind of service
etc

•

Once you adopt a par>cular strategy, you also need to structure yourself in
consonance with that

– A cost-leader is staﬀed very diﬀerently from a diﬀeren>ator. Standardiza>on becomes
core driver of value.

•
•

Keep in mind that routes-to-market also include partnerships / JVs / licensing etc
and you need not go it alone
Where to play and how to win are not independent variables – the best strategies
have mutually reinforcing choices at their heart
– They are actually intertwined and should be considered together

• What how-to-win choices make sense with which where-to-play choices?
• Which combina>on makes the most sense for your company in light of the context, its strengths etc
7
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4. What capabiliAes must be in place?
• Capabili>es refers to the range of ac>vi>es and competencies
(strengths) that underpin the where-to-play and how-to-win
choices

– Organiza>ons need to make dis>nc>ve choices on where to play
and how to win, and tailor an ac>vity system to deliver on these
choices
– P&G’s key capabili>es (there are many but these are absolutely
fundamental to winning in the places and manner that it has chosen)
are deep consumer understanding, innova>on (transla>ng consumer
understanding to must-use products), brand-building, go-to-market
ability and global scale

• In isola>on, each capability is strong, but insuﬃcient to genera>ng true compe>>ve
advantage over the long-term. Rather the way all of them work together and
reinforce each other is what generates enduring advantage. That combina>on is
hard for compe>tors to match

• Capabili>es are best understood as opera>ng as a system of
reinforcing ac>vi>es (Michael Porter) -

– A visual representa>on (map) of these ac>vi>es is called ac>vity system
8
(see
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Ac>vity System Map
Michael Porter

The activity system is a visual representation of the firm’s competitive advantage, capturing
on a single page the core capabilities of the firm. The core capabilities are shown in blue
ovals, and the links between these nodes represent subordinate nodes, which reinforce the
core capabilities, and make them stronger
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4. What capabiliAes must be in place? (contd)
• When ar>cula>ng core capabili>es, you need to dis>nguish between
generic strengths and the cri>cal, mutually-reinforcing ac>vi>es that
create dis>nc>veness (manufacturing strength is not as cri>cal a
capability as consumer understanding)

– Capabili>es should not be taken as given – you should not look to win with the
capabili>es that you have – instead work backwards from your aspira>ons and
where-to-play + have-to-win choices to determine the capabil>ies that you need.
Only then can you see what you need to start doing, keep doing and stop doing
in order to win

• Once you have determined the core capabili>es, draw an ac>on plan for
them and determine how much to invest in these, and which to hone etc
• An ac>vity system is of now value unless it supports a par>cular whereto-play and how-to-win choice
• 3 ques>ons must be answered before you ﬁnally decide on the ac>vity
system
– Is it feasible (realis>c from an investment pov, managable to sustain)?
– Is it dis>nc>ve (does it confer a compe>>ve advantage over your peers)
– Is it defensible?

@sajithpai
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MulAlevel Capability Planning
•

•
•
•

Reinforcing Rods – In a mul>-brand / mul>-category organiza>on, there are certain
core capabili>es common to all brands / categories / SBUs. These shared core
capabili>es are called reinforcing rods – they run through mul>ple divisions and link
diﬀerent parts of the organiza>on together
When building ac>vity systems across mul>ple levels, start from the lowest level and
build up.
The capabili>es at the indiviisible (lowest) level drive the ones above
All levels above the indivisible (ground-level) ac>vity system are aggrega>ons that
must add net compe>>ve advantage in some way
– Since aggrega>on involves some cost (overhead), it has to provide more than a
countervailing beneﬁt – else those businesses are beFer oﬀ separate. These beneﬁts
could be through

• Shared ac>vi>es – cost-savings
• Knowledge and skill tramsfer

– The aggregator’s primary job is to help the level below compete eﬀec>vely through shared
ac>vi>es and transfer of skills
– Ac>vi>es that don’t add value to ac>vity systems below should be reduced because they destroy
value
• Only if the hair-care category can demonstrate value via sharing and skill transfer, that is greater
than the ﬁnancial and admin cost it imposes on H&S, Pantene etc should it exist as a level of
aggrega>on in the corpora>on. Else, it should be eliminated.
22
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5. What management systems do we need?
•

These are the systems that foster, support and measure the strategy

– To be truly eﬀec>ve, they must be purposefully designed to support the choices and capabili>es
– Don’t stop at capabili>es – ask what management (Recruitment, Brand Management, Research etc)
systems are needed to foster those capabili>es

•

While these systems may diﬀer across companies, they should ensure that
– Choices (and strategy) are communicated to the whole co

• Essen>ally at P&G they communicated 3 points, in simple evoca>ve language

– Who the end consumer of the product was
– How to win the consumer value equa>on (by widening gap between value it oﬀered to consumers and the cost of
delivering that value)
– Win the 2 most important moments of truth (in-store and during use)

• In addi>on to formal communica>on by top mgt downwoards, strategy reviews and discussions also help
spread the above message

– Employees are trained to deliver on choices and leverage capability
– Plans are made to invest in and sustain core capabili>es (ac>vity system key nodes) over >me
– Eﬀec>veness of the choices and progress towards aspira>ons / goals are measured (‘what gets
measured gets done’)

• These may include dashboards, reviews etc
• Reviews could use the OGSM (Objec>ves, Goals, Strategy, Measures) document to ensure common ground
on strategy
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Strategy Logic Flow
•
•
•

How do you arrive at the choice of where to play and how to win?
The Strategy Logic Flow framework provides a means to think through the process of deciding where
to play and how to win
It asks you to look at 4 dimensions of strategy choice– industry, customers, rela>ve posi>on and
compe>tor reac>on (see below and next 2 slides)
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Strategy Logic Flow…contd.
Dimension

Sub-Component Questions to ask

Keep in mind

(1) Industry Analysis

Segmentation

What might be the distinct
segments of the industry
(by geography, by
consumer benefit, by
channel etc)? Map all
possible segments.

Consumer benefits (kind of like
a jobs to be done) can change
--- cavity care became generic
and healthy mouth became
relevant

Once you have
determined relative
attractiveness you can
decide whether to invest
more or divest or
migrate…

Attractiveness

What is the relative
attractiveness of those
segments, now and in
future?

To understand structural
attractiveness of various
industry segments, use
Porter’s 5-forces model (see
penultimate slide)

(2) Customer Value
Analysis

Channel

Understand the channel
value equation. Does the
trader prefer high margins
or low? What will help trade
increase their ROI?

Understanding channel
concerns requires deep
engagement – co-locating
teams, joint exercises to shave
oﬀ costs all help.

End Consumer

What do consumers want,
need and value

Go beyond quanti surveys,
Ethnographic approaches
14 help
understand unspoken desires

To determine Where to
Play – ideally tilt yourself
towards structurally
attractive industries.

How well do you
understand the pain
points and needs of your
consumers and your
channel partners
@sajithpai

Strategy Logic Flow…contd.
Dimension

Sub-Component Questions to ask

Keep in mind

(3) Analysis of Relative
Position

Capabilities

How do your capabilities
stack up, against those of
your competitors in meeting
the identified needs of
consumers (and channels)?

Can you configure your
capabilities to enable your co
to meet the needs of
consumers in a distinctively
valuable way, underpinning a
diﬀerentiation strategy or a
cost-leadership approach, so
as to achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage?

Costs

What is the degree to which
the co can achieve
approximate cost parity, or
distinctly lower costs than
competitors?

Does the co have a scale,
branding, learning curve or
product dev advantage that
enables it to achieve cost
parity or leadership?

Anticipate competitive
response. Your competitor
is unlikely to be sitting still.
How hard will be protect his
position? This is guesswork
to some extent but still
worth doing.

You don’t want to design a
strategy that a competitor can
copy overnight. Only those
strategies that yield a
sustainable competitive
advantage are worth investing
in.

Explore your relative
position on two fronts:
capabilities and costs

(4) Competitive Analysis
Is there some
competitive response
that could undermine or
trump the where-to-play
and how-to-win choices?
@sajithpai
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Reverse Engineering Process
Reverse Engineering is the ideal process to ensure that you make the sound strategic
choice
• Make sure you work through the strategy framework and logic ﬂow in a social
context - it needs a diverse team with each bringing their dis>nct perspec>ve to
bear on the problem. Collabora>on is key
• Ask yourself the cri>cal ques>on – what would have to be true for this to work? –
to ﬁnd out the best strategy for the business
– The process for exploring what would have to be true goes through 7 steps
1.
2.

3.

@sajithpai

Frame the choice : convert issues into atleast 2 mutually independent op>ons (criteria:
both cannot be pursued)
Generate a bunch of strategic possibili>es (where-to-play + how-to-win) that will help us
achieve the above choices. Don’t restrict yourself only to the seemingly realis>c – explore
unusual choices as well
Reverse-engineer the logic of each possibility by specifying what must be true for the
possibility to be a terriﬁc choice. Note this is not about arguing what is true, but what
would condi>ons or criteria have to hold or be true for the this to work? (See next page)
– Make sure that the op>ons are reviewed and reverse-engineered by someone other than the person
who ﬁrst suggested the possibility. Have a external facilitator ideally…
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– Use Asser>ve Inquiry, not Advocacy as the rhetorical method (see last slide)

Reverse Engineering Process…contd

4. (contd). For each of the strategic possibili>es, come up with
statements / condi>ons that explain what has to be true for each of the
boxes in Strategy Logic Flow

– Once a full set of condi>ons is ar>culated, ask yourself: if all the other
condi>ons were found to hold but not this, would this eliminate the
possibility? This helps you dis>nguish between nice-to-have and must-have
condi>ons
– The process of reverse engineering is ﬁnal only when all members involved in
the process agree on the same must-have and nice-to-have condi>ons for all
the possibili>es
17
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Reverse Engineering Process…contd
4.

Iden>fy barriers to choice: Assess which of the condi>ons your team
believes are the least likely to hold true

Which condi>ons worry the team the most and which ones the least?
These condi>ons cons>tute the barriers that keep you and the team from
choosing the possibility. Un>l you know if they are true or not, you cannot move
ahead

–
–

5.

Design valid tests to ﬁnd if these barriers hold (condi>ons are true)

These can be through surveying a 1,000 consumers or by talking to 1 supplier. It
could be purely quan> or quali.
The cri>cal issue is whether the decision-making group (and its most skep>cal
member) regards the test as valid

–
–
•

6.

Conduct the test for the condi>on you are most unsure of. If that holds,
then eliminate the en>re possibility, without tes>ng any other condi>on
(since an essen>al test has been failed)

–
–

7.
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Some>mes you may need mul>ple tests to es>mate validity

Since tes>ng is oDen the most expensive + >me-consuming part, the fewer the
tests the beFer
Now move on to the possibility with the next most unsure condi>on, and so on
un>l you are leD with the ﬁnal choice

Choose!
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Porter Five Forces Analysis
Michael Porter

The ver>cal axis – threat from new entrants and threat of subs>tute products – determines how much value
is generated by the industry (and can be split up amongst the industry players.
•
The horizontal axis determines which en>ty – suppliers, producers or buyers – will capture the industry 19
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Asser>ve Inquiry (vs Simple Advocacy)
Chris Argyris

In the book, Playing to Win: How Strategy Really Works, Laﬂey reveals his principles for fruikul conversa>on.
• In any conversa>on, organiza>onal or otherwise, people tend to overuse one par>cular rhetorical tool
at the expense of all the others. People's default mode of communica>on tends to be advocacyargumenta>on in favor or their own conclusions and theories, statements about the truth of their own
point of view.
• "The stance we tried to ins>ll at P& G was a reasonably straighkorward but tradi>onally underused one:
It is called AsserAve Inquiry and was popularized by Organiza>on Theorist Chris Argyris.
• This approach blends the explicit expression of your own thinking (advocacy) with a sincere explora>on
of the thinking of others (inquiry). In other words, it means clearly ar>cula>ng your own ideas and
sharing the data and reasoning behind them, while genuinely inquiring into the thoughts and reasoning
of your peers.
• In other words, It says 'I have a view worth hearing, but I may be missing something.' It sounds simple,
but this stance has a drama>c eﬀect on group behavior if everyone in the room holds it. One, they
advocate their view as a possibility, not as the single right answer. Two, they listen carefully and ask
ques>ons about alterna>ve views.”
• So how do you employ "asser>ve inquiry?" Here are three steps:
–
–
–

Advocate your own posi>on, then invite responses. Try saying, “This is how I see the situa>on and why. How do
you see it?”
Paraphrase the other person’s view and ask for their take. “It sounds to me like your argument is this. Is that
what you're saying?”
Explain a gap in understanding. “It sounds like you think this acquisi>on is a bad idea. Could you tell me how you
came to that conclusion?”
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